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Introduction
My name is Kiran Tailor,I am an Oracle Ace Associate, with extensive experience in Database
Management, Performance and BI. At CIMA I am the Global Lead DBA/BI Technical Lead. In this
role I lead and manage CIMA’s DBA functionality and 3rd party service providers in efficiently and
effectively installing,configuring,administering,monitoring and maintaining the database management
systems that underpin CIMA’s software applications to meet the dynamic business needs of CIMA’s
business units. I also lead the BI technical stream, managing the database warehouse, ETL
implementations and Exalytics environment. Over 16 years’ experience in the Administration of
Oracle 7,8,10g,11g on Linux, Solaris 9 & 10 and Windows comprising of installations, configurations
and upgrades (Oracle ASM,RAC,Dataguard & RMAN). Over 5 years’ experience in OBIEE,
Informatica, Exalytics and the Oracle DAC. I have presented at Oracle Openworld, UKOUG, Oracle
Analytics Summit, Oracle Ireland Conference. I have articles published in the Oracle Scene as well as
a video on the OTN Network.

CIMA
CIMA is the world‘s largest and leading professional body of management accountants, who have
more than 229,000 members and students in 176 countries. They work at the heart of business in
industry, commerce and not for profit organisations. CIMA recently went live with ERP Cloud. In this
talk we will look at the real-world experiences when implementing the UK's first production SOA CS
system. Seasoned administrators won't be surprised that implementing SOA CS, Java CS or Database
CS is not quite as simple as many would have you believe, nevertheless with a bit of know-how you
can build enterprise grade production and test environments on Oracle PaaS with far less effort than it
used to take for on-premises systems.

Key Generation
First let’s looks at public and private keys. One of the first steps when provisioning servers is that you
will be requested for a public key, you can look at this as being a lock, i.e. your front door. When you
generate this public key you will also have a private key, i.e. your key, this opens the lock to your
server. You should guard this just like you do with your house key, you don’t want to be losing it.
Let’s have a look at generating and using the key. What we will be using is the Putty Key generator,
this is a freeware application and can be downloaded from the web. Open this application and you
will see a screen that looks like fig 1.
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In the section ‘number of bits in a generated key’ change this to ‘2048’ you will generate a stronger
key. Click ‘Generate’ – At this point you will be asked to move your mouse randomly in the key box.
Once finished you will see the key as in figure 2.
Copy the key from the box labelled ‘Public key for passing into Open SSH..’ and paste into notepad
and save with a suitable name and extension of .pub ie test.pub.
Also click ‘Save private key’ – this is the private key and normally the extensions end in .ppk. Now
we have a public and private key, the public key will be used in the steps of provisioning the server in
the cloud.
Once the servers have been provisioned, how do we connect to the server using the keys we
generated? One way is using a freeware product like putty and we can connect as follows. We would
set up putty as we would normally connect to the server but make the following amendments,
generally for Oracle they use the user opc for SOA, so we would enter this information under the
section of connection/data as seen in fig 3. Now we will not be able to access the server without the
key, so under the section connection/ssh/auth you select your private key fig 4.
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Once this is done and we select Open, we should connect to the cloud environment.
What we wanted to show here was the importance of the key, and how if you start distributing this key
anybody can access your environment one they know your public IP. These keys should be kept
secure.

User Management
If a user requires access to the environment, you can create another pair of public and private keys as
we did above. Thereafter on the server create a new user and assign them the newly generated public
key. Here we are going to be creating the user ukoug.
#useradd ukoug
# mkdir /home/ukoug/.ssh
The next step we copy and paste the public key we have generated for the new user
# echo "<Paste Public key here ie ssh-rsa …….." > /home/ukoug/.ssh/authorized_keys
# cat /home/ukoug/.ssh/authorized_keys
ssh-rsa …
# vi /etc/ssh/sshd_config
Add the user to AllowUsers
#
ForceCommand cvs server
AllowUsers opc otools oracle ukoug
#chown -R ukoug:ukoug /home/ukoug/.ssh
#/sbin/service sshd restart
Stopping sshd:
[ OK ]
Starting sshd:
[ OK ]
#
The user ukoug should be able to now log in using the key we generated for them. The advantage of
this is that when the user leaves or has finished their work, you can revoke their access by removing
the key on the server. Here we have given a new user access to your server without compromising
your master private key.

Compute Cloud Service
When you provision a server in the cloud, the server can be reached by anybody in the world if they
know the public IP. Let’s have a quick look at how we can control this.
Once you have provisioned servers in your dashboard you will have a list of services you can access,
one is ‘Compute Cloud Service’. In the header on this page select ‘Network’

Fig 5
On the left pane is a list of sub headings, best way to read this and configure is to start from the bottom
SSH Public Keys and work your way up to Security Rules. What we will do here is explain these
headings and at the same time set up a rule to only allow the IP 83.221.22.21 ssh access as an
example.
SSH Public Keys shows you all the keys you have across your environment, with this selected you can
add new and disable keys. IP reservations displays all the IP’s that have been assigned to your servers,
you should make sure the status is permanent otherwise on a reboot there is every chance your IP
could change. Under Security IP Lists’ you can create a list of IP’s that you want to provide certain
access rather than allowing the whole internet. In this section we create a new list and give our IP, as
in Figure below.

Fig 6
‘Security Applications’ – shows you all the applications and the relevant ports that the application is
listening on, here you can disable/enable ports. ‘Security Lists’ displays the instances that are running
across all the servers and that will be used when we set up security rules. The top of the tree ‘Security
Rules’, is where everything we have looked at all comes together. We created a Security IP list called
UKOUG, here we will disable the default ssh to our server and create a new rule, disabling is as
simple as updating the rule to ‘Disabled’ Fig 7. Thereafter create a new rule as per fig 8. In the

security application drop down we selected ssh, for the source we have selected the list we created
earlier and the destination is the server.
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Our Integration
Figure below shows, how our Premise and Cloud is integrated.
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